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Introduction

Welcome to the ‘Zero To Fifty In 30 Days!’ challenge.
I am going to share with you an untapped, dead easy system, which will make
you at least $50 a day within 30 days.
This report contains everything you need to know in order to complete the
challenge. I still use all the different methods and techniques, so I know what
works and what doesn’t.
It is possible to be up and running within a weekend if you work extremely
hard and already have the necessary marketing tools.
This system is so simple; a 12 year old could do it. And it consistently makes
me at least $50 a day and has done so for just over 6 months now.
If you’ve taken the trouble to download this report, then you obviously like the
idea of making $50 a day with very minimal work.
So stop everything else you are working on at the moment and give this your
full attention. Because once the system is set up and running, it will only take
around 15 to 20 minutes a day to maintain.
The step-by-step instructions are the exact same steps I perfected and show
others to do, today. I have taught this system to my brother, my cousin and
many of my friends. It works like a dream!
You may already be making far more than $50 a day and just want another
income stream. That’s fine, this system will provide that extra money making
stream.
If you are new to internet marketing or you have been in the game for a while
and have still not made any money, then this is definitely where you want to
be!
I spent over 2 years in the internet wilderness going from one opportunity to
the next and spending money I didn’t have.
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I borrowed money against 3 credit cards and was subscribed to numerous
monthly subscriptions. I know how it feels. That’s why I am so excited about
this system! I know it can help a lot of people.
What I’m about to show you is a very simple formula that anyone can
duplicate. And because it is aimed at internet marketers, the market will never
be saturated.
Thousands of people are joining the internet marketing revolution every single
day and you will never be short of new customers to market to.

“Every 2 Seconds another person joins the Internet Community!”
“Every 11 Seconds another person starts a Home-based Business”

This program may not be for everyone
I am assuming a certain level of knowledge on your part.
This program isn’t about how to create web pages, find a web host, domain
name etc.
If you are brand new to internet marketing, then I suggest you subscribe to:
"The Insider Secrets To Marketing Your Business on The Internet"
By Derek Gehl and The Internet Marketing Center.
This is an excellent course that explains in plain English and easy to follow
instructions, how to set up a website and start making money from it in record
time.
I bought ‘The Insider Secrets To Marketing Your Business on The Internet’
course back in 2004, and it is by far and away the best ‘beginners’ internet
marketing course you can buy. Honestly, it is worth every penny if you are new
to this business.
But there are also plenty of free reports and advice available if you are on a
real tight budget. Just type ‘how to make a website’ into your browser and you
will have a choice of millions of websites offering to help you!
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Once you are in a position to publish a website, or a blog for that matter, then
come back to this program and let’s start making some money!
On that note, let me make one thing perfectly clear. This is not a system that
will make you rich. You will not become a millionaire with this. It is no ‘get
rich quick scheme’.
It is what it is - a tried and tested system that will have you up and
running, making at least $50 per day within 30 days.
This sy stem works for me and has been working for my friends and family and
a few loyal subscribers.
If it sounds like something you’d be interested in … read on my friend! J
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The Challenge
How To Make $50 A Day In 30 Days!
Ok, by now you’re probably dying to know what this challenge entails – right?
Well, the process is simple, easy to duplicate and a proven winner.
•

I’m going to show you how to sell your own product or an affiliate’s
product.

•

You’re going to target internet marketers.

•

You’ll be acquiring Free and Paid traffic to do this.

Nothing groundbreaking or hard to understand there!
Like I said, this is an easy system, but there are certain aspects of it that you
need to get right. And that’s the difference between being successful with this
program or failing.
First you’re going to set up a ‘Squeeze Page’ or ‘Landing Page’ and offer an
internet marketing product for free. (More on this later).
Along with your product, you are also going to offer some free, good quality
bonuses, in return for your visitor’s name and email address.
You will drive targeted traffic to your squeeze page using free traffic exchange
sites and safelists.
Once your visitor has opted-in, you direct them to a ‘One Time Offer’ sales
page, where you offer them a Resale Rights Package.
This method will give you approx 50 new subscribers a day and you will
convert 2 or 3 of them, making around $30-$50 a day.
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You will continually offer back-end products to your growing list of
subscribers which will bring in an extra $300 - $500 a month. This figure will
grow as your list grows.
That’s it! Sounds easy? Well it is and it works! But you need to put the work in
at the start.
Each process is fully explained for you in steps 1 to 6 and I will show you
exactly what you need to do.
Just follow the steps exactly as I’ve laid them out, and you’ll be amazed at how
successful this system is!
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Step-By-Step Summary Of The ‘Zero To Fifty In 30
Days!’ Challenge:
Step 1
Set up your ‘Squeeze Page’

Step 2
Obtaining your Giveaway or Resale Rights products

Step 3
Using an AutoResponder

Step 4
Create a ‘One Time Offer’

Step 5
Drive targeted traffic to your squeeze page

Step 6
Leverage your opt-in list
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------How Long Will All This Take?
You could get everything set up and in place within a weekend if you really
worked hard. Then approx 15 minutes a day to maintain.
Don’t worry; it’s all very easy to follow with my simple instructions.
How Much Is It Going to Cost?
Depending on your current level of internet marketing knowledge and what
software you already have, you won’t spend any more than $50 per month on
software and subscriptions.
You can do this more cheaply, as I will explain later, but if you cannot afford
just $50 per month then this system will take you longer than 30 days.
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Step 1
Create a High Converting Squeeze Page
This is the first step and the most important aspect of your Zero To Fifty In 30
Days! Challenge.
You’re going to create a ‘Squeeze Page’ or ‘Landing Page’ to capture visitor’s
names and email address.
You’ll do this by offering a valuable free report and/or some master resale
rights products which you can get for free.
Once your visitor has opted in to your list and you have captured their name
and email address, you will direct them to your ‘One Time Offer.’
They either purchase your ‘offer’ and you make a sale or they decline and you
direct them to download your valuable report/free bonuses.
The squeeze page is created to draw the focus and attention of the visitor to
applying action to one thing - opt in to your list to download a free report,
ebook, e-course, newsletter, software or something similar.
What To Offer Your Visitors?
There are hundreds of different products you can offer your visitors when they
arrive at your squeeze page.
Bear in mind that you’re pitching to fellow internet marketers. So it’s probably
not advisable to try and entice them with golf tips or how to download free
music.
Here’s what I recommend you offer:
Anything that isn’t freely available to find on the internet.
Or
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Is unique to existing information.
Don’t just offer a report that is being mass marketed or has been in the past.
Think of something original that internet marketers (your target audience)
would value.
If you’re stuck for ideas, this is a tried and tested method that will guarantee
you a ‘boat-load’ of opt-in subscribers:
Offer a Directory of related information or an exclusive Report
For example:
You could compile a list of up to date Safelists and Traffic Exchange Sites.
Internet marketers are always looking for ways to drive traffic to their sites. So
this is a great way to provide them with an up to date resource of such sites, all
in one place.
But don’t stop there, as this in itself is not particularly original. You can add
value and originality to this resource by calling it a ‘Directory’.
Think of a catchy name like ‘The Top 10 Safelists and Traffic Exchange Lists of
2007!’
Then spend some time reviewing these sites and write up a mini report for
each one. Give your unbiased thoughts and list the Pros and Cons of each. You
can explain the set-up procedures, what offers they have, if they have a free or
paid version etc. etc.
Now don’t you think people would be willing to give you their name and email
address for a quality report like that? I know I would!
There are all sorts of reports and articles you could come up with. Often
people like to know that the report is only short so they can quickly access it
and read it there and then.
Below is an example of a site incorporating a lot of the methods I have
mentioned. I also know that the site is making over $3000 a month!
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